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representation of something, such as virtual
applications, servers, storage and networks. It
is the single simplest manner to lessen IT
expenses whilst boosting efficiency and agility
for all length organizations. Although equally
buzz-worth technologies, virtualization and
cloud computing aren't interchangeable.
Virtualization is software program that makes
computing environments impartial of physical
infrastructure, at the same time as cloud
computing is a service that offers shared
computing
sources
(software
and/or
information) on call for thru the Internet. (Pek
et al., 2013) As complementary solutions,
corporations can start with the aid of
virtualizing their servers after which shifting to
cloud computing for even more agility and
self-service. The purpose of virtualization is
normally one of the following: higher tiers of
overall
performance,
scalability,
reliability/availability, agility, or to create a
unified security and management area. This
virtual view is built using excess processing
power, memory, storage, or network
bandwidth.
Virtualization can create the synthetic
view that many computer systems are
unattached computing useful resource or that a
single system is without a doubt many person
computers. It can make an unattached large
storage resource seem like many smaller ones
or make many smaller storage devices look
like a single device.

Abstract
The cloud paradigm comes with several advantages
for end-users and service providers, which can
outsource part of their to the cloud, thus reducing
costs for owning, operating, and maintaining
computing infrastructure, increasing flexibility, and
benefiting from scalable infrastructure. Cloud
computing is becoming the preferred way to
provide IT services. In general, virtualization
solutions allow different users to manage and share
physical hardware by supporting multiple shared
environments that are isolated, while running on
the same infrastructure. The providers are like
VMware, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft etc.
while VMware competes to the other virtualization
software’s. This study will provide help to the users
for their easier and suitable selection of software’s.
Keywords: Virtualization, Cloud Computing, VMware
Infrastructure.

Introduction
The exercise of the usage of a
network of remote servers hosted on the
Internet to store, manipulate, and procedure
facts, as opposed to a neighborhood server or a
dedicated computer. Cloud computing is the
shipping of computing services—servers,
storage, databases, networking, software,
analytics, intelligence and greater—over the
Internet (“the cloud”) to offer quicker
innovation, bendy sources and economies of
scale. User can normally pay only for cloud
offerings operate, helping lower running fees,
run infrastructure more effectively and scale as
enterprise wishes alternate. (Mell & Grance,
2017)
Virtualization is the process of
creating a software-based, or virtual,

Hardware virtualization
Hardware virtualization is the
virtualization of computer systems as whole
hardware
structures,
certain
logical
abstractions in their componentry, or most
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effective the capability required to run
numerous running structures. (VMware, 2006)
Virtualization hides the bodily characteristics
of a computing platform from the customers,
presenting rather an abstract computing
platform. At its origins, the software that
controlled virtualization was referred to as a
"control
program",
but
the
phrases
"hypervisor" or "digital machine reveal"
became favored over time. (VMware, 2017)

advanced useful resource control,
availability, and safety functions.

high

2. VMware ESXi
VMware ESXi is a purpose-constructed
bare-metal hypervisor that installs immediately
onto a physical server. With direct access to and
manage of underlying sources, ESXi is greater
efficient than hosted architectures and can
successfully partition hardware to boom
consolidation ratios and cut prices for clients. By
consolidating multiple servers onto fewer physical
devices, ESXi reduces spaces, power and IT
administrative requirements whilst using excessivespeed performance (VMware ESXi, 2019). Rolebased access to simplifies management even as
extensive logging and auditing make sure more
responsibility and easier evaluation. Manage every
day administrative operations with built-in
contemporary UI based on HTML5 standards. For
users who need to automate their operations,
VMware gives both Command Line Interface and
developer-pleasant REST-based APIs.
3.

VMware Server

VMware Server is a free virtualization
product for Microsoft Windows and Linux servers.
It permits you to fast provision new server potential
by way of partitioning a physical server into a
couple of virtual machines. VMware Server
supports x86 and 64 compatible hardware with
various operating systems and Intel/AMD
virtualization technology. It also supports web
based interface, VMware remote console, memory
and network support, additional host and guest
operating support and native 64 bit host support on
Linux.

Figure 1: Hardware Virtualization

VMware Infrastructure
VMware Infrastructure (VI) changed
into a software suite of hardware virtualization
merchandise from VMware (a division of Dell
EMC). (VMware, 2008) The suite included:

1. VMware ESX Server
4.
VMware ESX Server is the muse for
the dynamic, self-optimizing IT infrastructure.
VMware ESX Server is a strong, productionconfirmed virtualization layer that abstracts
processor, memory, storage and networking
sources into more virtual machines. ESX
Server can provide the very best ranges of
overall performance; scalability and robustness
required for enterprise IT environments.

VMware Workstation Player

VMware Workstation is software program
for builders and IT professionals that permit us to
run multiple x86-primarily based desktop and
server operating structures simultaneously on a
single PC, in fully networked, transportable digital
machines — with no rebooting or hard drive
partitioning required.
With VMware Workstation, user spends
less time purchasing and configuring, and more
time testing and deploying. Over 3 million software
development, first-rate warranty, and IT experts
international discover VMware Workstation a
quintessential tool.

Increase hardware utilization and
dramatically decreases capital and operating
value by means of sharing hardware sources
throughout a huge variety of digital machines
that run aspect-by means of-facet at the equal
server. Improve carrier stages even to the
maximum resource-extensive applications with
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based administrative entity. Today many of the
virtualization software’s are available where
VMware Infrastructure represents software
with a variety of services and versions. Here
relationships among various software of
VMware Infrastructure were presented in
different categories i.e. general, features,
image type compatibility and specifications of
the software.

Features of Virtualization Software
All the virtualization technology can
classify on the basis of hosting type provided
by the hypervisor. Virtualized systems provide
better performance, greater transparency,
portability and interoperability by merging
hardware resources, software resources, and
network functionality into a single, software-

Table 1: Virtualization Software on the basis of providers information
Name

Creator

VMware ESX

VMware

VMware ESXi

VMware

VMware Server

VMware

VMware
Workstation
Player

VMware

Host
CPU
x86, x8664

Guest
CPU
x86,
x86-64

x86, x8664
x86, x8664
x86-64

x86,
x86-64
x86,
x86-64
x86,
x86-64

Host OS
No host OS

No host OS
Windows,
Linux
Windows,
Linux

Guest OS

License

Windows,
Linux,
Solaris,
FreeBSD, OSx86 (as FreeBSD),
virtual appliances, Netware, OS/2,
SCO, BeOS, Haiku, Darwin,
others: runs arbitrary OS
Same as VMware ESX Server

Proprietary

Same as VMware ESX Server

Proprietary

Same as VMware ESX Server

Proprietary,
personal
commercial

Proprietary

free

for
non-

Table 2: Virtualization Software on the basis of features
Name

VMware ESXi

Guest
OS SMP
availabl
e
Yes,
add-on,
up to 64
way

Runs
arbitrary
OS

Method of
operation

Typical use

No

Supporte
d guest
OS
drivers
Yes

Speed relative
to host OS

Commercia
l support
available

Virtualizat
ion

Server consolidation, service
continuity,
dev/test,
cloud
computing, business critical
applications, Infrastructure as a
Service IaaS

Up
to
native

near

Yes

service

Up
to
native

near

Yes

VMware ESX

Yes,
add-on, 2
way

Yes

Yes

Virtualizat
ion

Server consolidation,
continuity, dev/test

VMware
Server

Yes (2way)

Yes

Yes

Virtualizat
ion

Server/desktop
dev/test

consolidation,

Up
to
native

near

Yes

VMware
Workstation
Player

Yes

Yes

Yes

Virtualizat
ion

Technical professional, advanced
dev/test, trainer, end user on
prebuilt machines

Up
to
native

near

No
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Table 3: Virtualization Software on the basis of storage and image type compatibility

ISO

folders on host

physical disk / device

raw / flat (whole disk)

raw / flat (partition)

hdd (Parallels)

VDI (VirtualBox)

VHD (Connectix Virtual PC)

VHDX (Hyper-V)

VMDK (VMware)

VMware ESX Server
VMware ESXi
VMware Workstation Player
VMware Server

floppy

Name

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 4: Virtualization Software features

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes

PCI passthrough

Shared folders

1
No

Shared clipboard

Live migration

No
Yes
No
supported with VMGL

Snapshot of running system

Yes
Yes
Yes

Snapshots per VM

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3D acceleration

Yes
Yes
Yes

Live memory allocation

Yes
Yes
Yes

GUI

USB support

VMware ESXi Server
VMware ESX Server
VMware Server
VMware Workstation Player

Can boot an OS on another disk partition as
guest

Name

Yes

No
Yes
No

Table 5: Virtualization Software specifications
Name

cores /
CPUs

mem
ory

disk volume
size

number of
guest VM
running

number of
logical CPU
per VM guest

amount of
memory per
VM guest

number of
SCSI + IDE
disks per VM
guest
-

disk size
per VM
guest
2 TB

VMware
Workstation
Player
VMware
Server
VMware
ESX

4 cores

No
limit

N/A

-

8

8 GB (32-bit);
64 GB (64-bit)

16 CPUs

No
limit
1 TB

N/A

64

2

8 GB

4 IDE; 60 SCSI

950 GB

2 TB minus
512 bytes

320

8

255 GB

4 IDE; 60 SCSI

VMware
ESXi

320 logical
CPUs

4 TB

Depending on
file system

512

64

1 TB

4 IDE; 60 SCSI

2
TB
minus
512
bytes
62 TB

160 logical
cores

* In the table symbol hyphen (-) represents that service is not available or applies on that
virtualization software. No limit means no enforced limit.
From the above presented table 1-5
Infrastructure with various features and
virtualization software were easily represented
specifications.
in terms of their providers, features, image
type compatibility and specifications of the
these software’s. All the virtualization
software’s
are
created
by
VMware
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Conclusions
Virtualization supports abstraction of
resources to reduce the cost and improve the
service of providers to users in cloud
computing. Now days many of the
virtualization models are available where
VMware Infrastructure plays a vital role for
the virtualization software’s. This study will
provide help to users for the general
information, image type compatibility, features
and
specifications
of
the
VMware
Infrastructure software’s.
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